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( lineman wearing a brown shirt walks through warehouse that houses bucket trucks and shakes hands with another 
lineman wearing a blue shirt )

Blue Shirt: Stay safe man, see you when you get back.

Brown Shirt: Count on it.

[Music]

( lineman in brown shirt walks out of warehouse and puts on a blue dominion baseball hat )

( at home he is in a military uniform with a bag packed by the front door and kneels down in front of a his daughter who 
has tears in her eyes )

Service Man: Hey baby girl, daddy's gotta go for a bit. I'll be back. I promise.

( he wipes a tear from his daughters cheek and the mother comes around the corner to see him place the blue dominion 
baseball hat on his daughter and then give her a hug )

( he walks away from the front of the house and putshis military cap on while the mother holds the daughter, still 
wearing the dominion cap, on the front porch )

( daughter takes ballet class while wearing the dominion cap )

( the mother comes to check on the daughter at night and she is wearing the dominion cap while laying in bed )

Mother: Good night sweetie.

Daughter: Good night mommy.

( mother turns out the light )

( picture day at school and the daughter is still wearing the dominion cap as she sets herself on the stool in front of the 
camera )

Camera Man: Can we try it without the hat?

( daughter shakes her head )

( pictures are snapped and one is seen being pulled out of an envelope with the words miss you daddy on it. The service 
man is sitting in a tent on his cot as he looks at the picture and smiles )

Narrator: At Dominion Energy, one in every five new hires is a veteran. We're grateful for the many sacrifices you 
make.
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